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Clodagh Reeves still remembers the page 
number. She had opened the cookbook to that page 
over and over again when she started cooking as a 
teenager: page 634, the whipped cream biscuits. 
She even remembers the edition of The Joy of 
Cooking she was using: the 1965 edition. She should 
know—she’s collected all the editions of The Joy of 
Cooking. She doesn’t tire of making those biscuits, 
either. Or tire of eating them.

Paula Becker, another cookbook collector, 
remembers her grandmother’s Dutch apple pie. She 
remembers that farm kitchen near El Paso where 
her grandmother, she says, “could cook with both 
hands tied behind her.” Becker has fond memories 
of German chocolate cake, hand-cranked vanilla 
ice cream and a Japanese fruitcake (“a 12-layer 
extravaganza that we always had after Christmas 
dinner… it was known as Victory fruitcake during 
World War II”).

Richard Engeman’s impetus for collecting 
cookbooks came when he inherited his 
grandmother’s cookbook The Progressive Commercial 
Arithmetic, published around 1897. He cherishes 
it, with the hundreds of recipes his grandmother 
clipped from newspapers and magazines for sixty-
plus years and pasted within it. “She also used it to 
file recipe booklets, handwritten recipes from her 
daughter and from neighbours, advice on cooking 
and animal care, and cures for colds,” he says. It’s 
a scrapbook of a life, told by what was eaten, what 
was shared with family and enjoyed with friends. 

Foodways—“our attitudes, practices and rituals 
around food,” to quote one academic definition—
have become part of the social conversation 
of North America (witness trends from the 
mainstreaming of organics to the rise of reality TV 
shows such as Gordon Ramsay’s Hell’s Kitchen, the 
100-Mile Diet and food trucks). And with these 
trends, cookbooks and food writing are becoming 
worthy of not only reading and using, but also of 
collecting and studying.

Cookbook stores are flourishing. These 
include Book Larder, where Reeves works, in 
Seattle (recently voted Seattle’s best independent 
bookstore), and Omnivore Books in San Francisco, 

where owner Celia Sack focuses on 19th-century 
and early-20th-century manuals for professional 
food purveyors and growers (How to Open a Butcher 
Shop, How to Grow Melons, How to Display Roadside 
Fruit). In Vancouver, British Columbia, Barbara-Jo’s 
Books to Cooks, established in 1997, has become  
a local foodie institution.

Reeves, Becker and Engeman are but a few of 
the scores of cookbook collectors in the Pacific 
Northwest. Becker is a staff historian for an online 
encyclopedia of Washington State history. She’s 
interested in cookbooks of the 1920s and ’30s 
because, she says, “That’s the era when newly 
minted home economics experts began to impose 
their thoughts and systems on home cooks.” She’s 
interested in Pacific Northwest cookery, specifically. 
“I just wanted to understand what life here was like 
over time.” She does that by cooking from  
old books.

Institutions too, far and wide, are becoming 
more focused in their cookery collections. Kansas 
State University’s Hale Library houses the largest 
collection of its kind in a public institution, 
numbering over 30,000 volumes. Says Roger 
Adams, an associate professor at ksu, about the 
collection: “It covers every aspect of culinaria that 
you can imagine.… Yeah, I know culinaria isn’t a 
word in the dictionary, but I hope it catches on!”

Whether one favours The Joy of Cooking or a 
pamphlet on cutting meats, a first edition of Julia 
Child’s Mastering the Art of French Cooking or the 
Seattle Brides Cook Book (c. 1911), a guide to gelatin 
moulds or a glossy hardcover tome of Spanish tapas, 
collecting cookbooks is a personal affair, usually 
started years back in a kitchen somewhere, a child 
watching an elder feeding the family.

Institutions like Kansas State and collectors 
like Clodagh Reeves all agree on the importance 
of cookbooks. They are a window into time, into 
society, into a human’s place in the world through 
what they ate. “Cookbooks represent the time 
they were created,” says Adams. “It’s easy to look 
through Platina [a Renaissance-era writer who 
published On Honourable Pleasure and Health, the 
first printed cookbook] and Apicius [a collection of 
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Editorʼs letter_____________________

No amount of planning can prepare one for 
the unexpected, either the good or the bad. While 
the vagaries of a volunteer production crew–such 
as Amphora has–immediately come to mind, the 
real-life concerns of printers and designers are very 
much at the fore of this issue.

This year saw printer and poet John Pass and 
designer Chip Kidd address Alcuin Society events 
in Vancouver regarding the challenges of their 
particular pursuits, and the opportunities these 
present for creativity and innovation (extracts from 
their presentations are elsewhere in this issue).

Pass approaches his work with a poet’s eye, and 
so the challenges he faces are largely with how to 
reflect the sense of a text in its visual arrangement, 
and enhance the reading experience. While poems 
are spoken, making the language perform on the 
page is a challenge for the printer trying to find the 
best way to set type (and anyone who remembers 
lyrics on an overhead projection or PowerPoint slide 
will know how badly laid out some poetry can be, 
distorting and mangling its meaning).

Kidd, on the other hand, often works closely 
with authors, as well as publishers and marketers, 
who are less concerned with reflecting the content 
of a book than creating an image that sells the 
content. During an uproarious presentation to the 
New-Old Book Symposium held in Vancouver this 
fall, he regaled his audience with the challenges, 
and some of the potential solutions to the demands 
the designer faces. The best editors are adept at 
managing a publisher’s relationships with authors; 
the best designers are equally adept at managing 
relationships between the various parts of the 
production team as well as the marketplace.

Jonathan Shipley rounds out the major features 
in this issue with an article on cookbooks and those 
who collect them. Publishing is a grand kitchen, 
with no single recipe, but Shipley makes progress 
towards finding out what appeals to the tastes of 
one segment of collectors.

And what of Amphora?
We cultivate our own tastes and strive to satisfy 

them, but this issue found itself short a quarter of 
its committed content when deadline rolled around 
at the end of September. While work on assembling 
content for the issue began in early summer, much 
of that work began all over again in October. And 
with the social whirl of autumn, and the allure of 
high-paying work (which triggered a change in our 
layout team), this issue was delayed.

Our challenges are small versus those of Library 
and Archives Canada, however. Ongoing concerns 
regarding how collections are managed and 
maintained (or not), funding cuts that are driving 
further changes, and more recently concerns over 
what staff can and cannot do, deserve the attention 
of all parts of Canada’s cultural community.

Michael Peterman offers a personal take on 
the impact of the changes in this issue. To take 
action yourself and speak up in defence of Library 
and Archives Canada, write your local Member of 
Parliament or directly to

Hon. James Moore
Minister of Canadian Heritage and 
Official Languages
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario
k1a 0a6
moore.j@parl.gc.ca

And while you’re at it–don’t forget Amphora. Have 
you read a book you think others would like to 
know about? or maybe attended a book arts or 
collectors’ event of particular significance? Perhaps 
there’s a new press that’s doing cool things in your 
part of the country. We would love to hear what’s 
going on. Drop us a line at pmitham@telus.net.

Peter Mitham, editor




